MP86 Mounting Panel Instructions
For Use With The Swirlflo® Fountains

**LEGEND:**
A = WATER INLET LOCATION LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE. 3/8" O.D. TUBE CONNECT.
B = FOUNTAIN WASTE LOCATION LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE. WASTE IS SHOWN IN WALL
    BUT MAY BE BEHIND WALL. 1-1/4" O.D. DRAIN (TRAP NOT FURNISHED).
C = FRAMING REQUIRED WHEN OPTIONAL AP-99 ACCESS PANEL IS USED.
D = 3/8" (10mm) Dia. HOLES FOR SECURING MOUNTING PLATE TO STUD.
E = NOTCH STUDS 1/8" (3mm) DEEP. MOUNTING PLATE MUST BE FLUSH WITH STUDS
    WHEN INSTALLED.
F = 5/16" (8mm) LAG SCREW OR EQUIVALENT NOT FURNISHED.

**NOTES:**
1. WALL PLATE MUST BE SUPPORTED SECURELY. ADD FIXTURE SUPPORT CARRIER IF
   WALL WILL NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE SUPPORT.
2. FINISHED WALL MATERIAL MUST BE NOTCHED TO ACCOMMODATE LAG BOLT HEADS.
3. THREAD ROD INTO MOUNTING PLATE BEFORE FINISHED WALL IS INSTALLED.
4. WHEN USING MOUNTING PANEL, MOUNTING STUDS SHOULD BE ADJUSTED TO
   PROTRUDE 1" (25mm) FROM FINISHED WALL OR BACK PANEL. SEE FIGURE 2.
5. LOCK THREADED ROD IN PLACE USING A 5/16-18 NUT ON THE BACK SIDE.
EDFP117C MOUNTING PANEL INSTRUCTIONS

LEGEND:
A = WATER INLET LOCATION LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE. 3/8" O.D. TUBE CONNECT.
B = FOUNTAIN WASTE LOCATION LEFT OR RIGHT SIDE. WASTE IS SHOWN IN WALL BUT MAY BE BEHIND WALL. 1-1/4" O.D. DRAIN (TRAP NOT FURNISHED).
C = FRAMING REQUIRED WHEN OPTIONAL AP-99 ACCESS PANEL IS USED.
D = 3/8" (10mm) DIA. HOLES FOR SECURING MOUNTING PLATE TO STUD.
E = NOTCH STUDS 1/8" (3mm) DEEP. MOUNTING PLATE MUST BE FLUSH WITH STUDS WHEN INSTALLED.
F = 5/16" (8mm) LAG SCREW OR EQUIVALENT NOT FURNISHED.

NOTES:
1. WALL PLATE MUST BE SUPPORTED SECURELY. ADD FIXTURE SUPPORT CARRIER IF WALL WILL NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE SUPPORT.
2. FINISHED WALL MATERIAL MUST BE NOTCHED TO ACCOMMODATE LAG BOLT HEADS.
3. THREAD ROD INTO MOUNTING PLATE BEFORE FINISHED WALL IS INSTALLED.
4. WHEN USING MOUNTING PANEL, MOUNTING STUDS SHOULD BE ADJUSTED TO PROTRUDE 1" (25mm) FROM FINISHED WALL OR BACK PANEL. SEE FIGURE 2.
5. LOCK ROD IN PLACE USING 5/16-18 NUTS.